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INTRODUCTION

Greetings brand builder,

Are you looking for ways to build a transformational and lasting brand 
during the pandemic?

Want to understand how profitable brands continue to build loyal commu-
nities and gain sustainable long-term revenues?

If you’re interested in any of these two scenarios, then this ebook is for you.

Here’s why. Branding is broken. Most businesses use the wrong approach to 
branding and don’t see the benefits it reaps. But the question is, why do big 
brands invest and spend so much effort in branding if it doesn’t work?

This wrong approach happens because branding is widely misunderstood. 
We’re here to shed some light on this. To help you gain clarity and under-
standing about how and why branding works.
Remember, this book isn’t directly about ads, sales or marketing strategies. 
It’s about how branding can synergise and help with your ads, sales and 
marketing. Plus, great branding goes beyond that. It promotes an excellent 
working culture and grows loyal communities.

Business is about building revenue. Branding is about building loyal com-
munities. And the second one grants you even more revenue in the 
long-term.

We’ll be sharing some tips and insights that great brands use. If you’re 
ready to discover how to transform your business into a well-loved brand - 
then keep reading.
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THE HIDDEN 
TRUTH
ABOUT 
BRANDING
Have you ever wondered how brands influence our behaviours, thoughts and actions? 
Like how riding a Harley makes you feel like a badass? Plus, you’ll probably buy a leather 
jacket and get a heart-shaped tattoo that says ‘I love my mom’. Or how it is okay to 
wear Mickey Mouse ears at Disneyland, but it is so not OK to wear one out shopping 
or groceries?

As humans living in today’s capitalist society, we have developed a need to associate 
ourselves with the brands we love - and we’ll even argue with friends about the better 
brand. So the big question is, how do great brands do this?

The common misconception of branding is that it is either a logo design, identity 
design, advertising, marketing, or public relations. Branding plays a much more 
significant role than that. These are just smaller components within the vast realm
of branding.

So what is it? According to Kotler and Keller (geniuses who pioneered and authored
the book: Strategic Brand Management) says that:

“Branding is endowing products and service with the power of a brand”.

Power of the brand? What the heck is this?

First off, a brand isn’t a logo. A logo is a visual symbol used to represent a brand. A 
brand is an intangible entity on its own. At its core, it is made up of beliefs, feelings, 
emotions, stories, values, promises, personality, and purpose that is interpreted onlyby 
our perception. However, a brand requires tangible assets to communicate its 
intangibles. Your logo, colours, visual elements, messaging, videos, ads, brochures,
retail environment, and uniforms are examples of these tangible assets.Without a 
brand, these tangible assets carry no meaning, no differentiation, no personality,
and lack desirability.

In our language, branding is the process of developing your business into a purposeful, 
distinct, and well-loved human being. It is a high-level business strategy that requires 
all parties’ involvement within the organisation and full-scale implementation for it
to work.

As a business leader, it is essential to understand how brands play a crucial role in
our lives. Here are five things you’ll need to know about branding before we get
into the strategies.
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BRANDS EXIST IN
OUR HUMAN MINDS
THROUGH OUR
PERCEPTION.

Branding is about how to fight for a space in
the minds of your customers - and staying there. 

Big brands are continually spending money
to beat each other in this game of positioning.

Cola or Pepsi? McDonald’s or Burger King?

Apple or Android? Village Grocer or AEON?

Look around you. Count and name the brands. 
Think about why you made these purchases 
both rationally and emotionally.

Next, take a step back, and list down three 
brands that are important in your life. Write 
down how these brands affect and influence 
your lifestyle. Think about why you chose them 
over their competitors. Also, think about how 
they make you feel.

Finally, think back whether you bought these 
brands due to their advertising or your recall. 
When was the last time you bought something 
because of its ads? How many times did you 
buy something because you were searching for 
it through the brands you liked?

1.

2.

3.

ACTIVITY
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Credit: Bret Kavanaugh, Weedmaps Museum of Weed, North Cahuenga Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA, USA



BRANDS EXIST
AS CONVERSATIONS.

Branding is about how to empower your customers
to talk about you.

We talk about brands almost every day and use its
name when conversing about products or services.

Recall the last time you had a conversation
with a friend or loved one regarding your 
brand purchases. Did you argue over which 
brand is better? Did you try to convince them 
that your preferred brand is the best? Did they 
convince you back? How did you express your 
opinion? Were there any emotional 
attachments to it?

1.

ACTIVITY
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Matthew
last seen today at 13:25

Matthew
last seen today at 13:25

Matthew
last seen today at 13:25

I’m craving for a burger.

Do you want to eat at
McDonald’s or Burger King?

I just bought a car.

Cool, what’s the brand?
Toyota? Honda?

 I got a Mercedes.

Woah, you’ve finally made it, bro!

I don’t think I’ll ever buy
from Nike again.

Why? It’s an amazing brand.

It’s because they sponsored
an athlete I hated.

What? Just because
of that? Lol.

Let’s go for McD. I want to try 
theirProsperity Burger.



BRANDS EXIST
AS EMOTIONS.

Branding is about influencing your customers
with desired and positive feelings. Every distinct
brand makes you feel a certain way. It isn’t by
accident; it is planned..

Think about how these brands make you feel
in comparison with one another. Also, thinkabout
what assets they used to influence your 
perception.

a. Nike vs Bata. They both sell shoes. 

b. Apple vs Samsung. They both sell smartphones.

c. Starbucks vs Old Town Coffee. They both
    sell coffee.

d. Mercedes vs Honda. They both sell cars.

e. Village Grocer vs AEON. They both sell groceries.

1.

ACTIVITY
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BRANDS EXIST
AS ASSETS.

Branding is an investment that focuses on 
building brand assets. The goal of brand assets is 
to help your business connect, communicate, 
and influence your audience - resulting in 
revenue generation, recognition, and loyalty.

Think about your top 3 favourite brands. 
List down the assets they have created that 
influenced your perception of them. Identify what 
makes them unique and different.

1.

Intangible brand assets - such as brand story, 
vision, values, personality, and pricing.

Tangible brand assets - such as logo, name, 
tagline, identity, music, product design,
and collaterals.

Physical brand assets - such as their brochure, 
menu, billboard, signage, packaging,
and retail environment.

Digital brand assets - such as their website,
social media, content, blogs, emails, and videos.

a.

b.

c.

d.

ACTIVITY
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BRANDS ARE
TRANSFORMATIVE.

Branding is about evolving your business into a 
distinct, purposeful, and well-loved brand. We all 
have our favourite brands. We choose these brands 
over others because we relate well with them - both 
rationally and emotionally. It is about transforming 
your employees and customers into advocates. It 
gives businesses the ability to look further and plan 
how they want to impact the world positively.

ACTIVITY
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Go and check out the websites of Apple
and Nike. 

At the footer, you’ll discover extra pages such as 
values and purpose. Read through it and think 
about why these pages exist. Think about
how they use these intangibles to
define their existence. 

Try to understand how these companies use 
their brand to drive their businesses, products 
and services forward.

1.

2.

3.

Credit: Rohan, Binnen Vissersstraat 3, 1013 GC Amsterdam, Netherlands, Amsterdam



THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN SALES, 
MARKETING,
AND BRANDING.
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So if a brand’s objective is to build deep connections with its target customers
and influence perceptions, how is this different from sales and marketing?

But first, let’s understand why these three specialisations exist. 

Every business runs on two key activities: Revenue-making business activities and 
cost-based business activities. Your cost-based activities are essential to make 
things work, such as operations, administration, accounting, and management. 
However, their goals aren’t to generate revenue. 

Most businesses don’t make enough revenue, not because of terrible products or 
services. It’s because they spend too much effort and focus on cost-based activities 
and less on revenue-making activities. It is easy to measure this by the team-size of 
these two business activities. 

For example, if 80% of your team focuses on cost-based activities - you will have 
cash flow problems. If 80% of your team is generating revenue - you will have an 
operational problem. 

Well, we think that having an operational problem is better than having
monetary problems :)



REVENUE-MAKING
BUSINESS SYSTEM

SALES - Closing
Goal: Cash Flow  |  Type: Short-term  |  Key Activity: Closing 
and Convincing

When you say you’re a salesperson or making sales, this 
means you're always out of the office - networking, 
nurturing prospects, convincing, and closing customers. At 
best, they run in teams and provide valuable on-ground 
feedback for marketers.

BRANDING - Influencing
Goal: Recognition and Loyalty  |  Type: Long-term result  |  
Key Activities: Influencing and Asset Creation

Brand strategists, creatives and designers are the 
backbones of branding activities. Strategists focus on 
developing your brand intangibles. Creatives concentrate 
on designing and producing high-value brand assets. 
These brand assets are developed for both internal and 
external touchpoints to align, communicate, empower, and 
influence the user’s perception, thoughts, and behaviours. 
They focus on implementing brand assets on every 
touchpoint to ensure that your brand experience is 
consistent, seamless and unique to your business.

MARKETING - Lead Generation
Goal: Quality Leads  |  Type: Mid-term  |  Key Activities
= Lead Generation and Creating Demand

Marketers are back-end specialists. They conduct market 
research, generate data, improve business offerings, and 
support sales teams with leads, collaterals, and activities. 
They strategise, plan, and execute campaigns that run by 
the months. Essentially, it is about creating demand and 
finding ways to reach out to your target customers.
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Credit: HIZIR KAYA, 

Credit: B. Philip Bigler

Credit: Jason Leung



To simplify, you’ll need to run all three to build a robust revenue-making system for your 
business. And this is precisely why branding failed to some companies. Most companies treat 
branding just as ‘designs’. It doesn’t mean that you’ll automatically gain tons of loyal customers 
when you have a refreshed or cool-looking brand. 

Your revenue-making business system needs to be differentiated, but it also needs to synergise 
to bear the desired results.

By this part, you’re probably wondering what’s the ROI for branding. Sales are obviously about 
generating cash. Marketing is clearly about generating quality leads. But branding? How do you 
measure recognition or loyalty? Branding sounds expensive (tonnes of asset creation), so how 
do we justify our investments in branding?
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Here's a chart we’ve made to help you better understand 
how sales, marketing and branding work.

SALES

REVENUE
MAKING

BUSINESS
ACTIVITIES

MARKETING BRANDING



BRANDING’S 
RETURN OF 
INVESTMENT
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Some business leaders think that brand building is just a waste of time and money. 
They favour short and mid-term results because it is easier to measure and see 
results. Also, it is not easy to draw a clear picture of branding’s real ROI (due to its 
perception-based and long-term nature).

Although it is known that a brand is your business’s biggest asset, it is challenging to 
develop and measure its result (due to its long-term nature). Most business leaders 
struggle with balancing brand building and marketing activation. 
As shown in the chart below, continuous brand building can only gain value over 
long periods. Marketing activations can generate fast sales uplifts but go down as 
soon as a campaign is over. But as your brand continues to grow, it converts more 
customers and reduces price sensitivity. 

Branding’s ROI has a cumulative effect. In the long run, it is a better driver of 
sales growth than repeated marketing activation initiatives. Brand building 
starts extremely hard, and you will need to be patient with the results (if you 
are looking to regenerate sales from brand recall and loyalty).

Sources:Les Binet and Peter Fields,Media in Focus: Marketing 
Effectiveness in the Digital Era, IPA, 2017 | ignytebrands.com



THE DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN BRAND
BUILDING AND
MARKETING 
ACTIVATION

Sources:Media in Focus, Les Binet & Peter Field | ignytebrands.com
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Exploits Mental Brand Equity

Generates Sales Now

Tightly Targeted

Short Term

Persuasive Messages

Creates Mental Brand Equity

Influences Future Sales

Broad Reach

Long Term

Emotional Priming

Brand Building Marketing Activation

The chart above shows the differences and synergies between brand building
and marketing activation. As a business, you’ll need both to grow a great brand.

Now, let’s get back to our earlier question. How do we measure branding’s ROI?
We’ll show you two ways of measuring - one using an industry-standard and another 
simplified and easy to execute.



THE INDUSTRYSTANDARD 
OF MEASURING BRAND VALUE

For over 20 years, Interbrand released a yearly report titled Best Global Brands,
featuring 100 strongest brands in the world. They use a three-pillar structure,
with ten factors based on internal and external dimensions
- to identify a brand’s strength and value.
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INTERNAL FACTORS
Pillar One: Brand Leadership

1. Direction

2. Alignment 
 The ability to pull together the whole organisation towards brand building.

3. Empathy

The activeness of listening and responding to their customers and 
stakeholders evolving needs.

4. Agility
    The speed to market and stay ahead of expectations.

The clarity of your brand’s purpose, vision, values, culture, and plan. 
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EXTERNAL FACTORS
Pillar Two: Brand Engagement

1. Distinctiveness 

2. Coherence 
    The ability to pull together the whole organisation towards brand building.

3. Participation
The activeness of listening and responding to their customers and 
stakeholders evolving needs.

The ownership of unique brand assets that customers and 
challenging to replicate or recognise.

Pillar Two: Brand Engagement

1. Presence

2. Trust
    The ability of the brand to act with integrity and deliver high expectations to its customers

3. Affinity 

The degree to which customers feel a positive connection with a 
brand based on both functional and emotional benefits - and 
having shared beliefs and values.

Sounds complicated? Well, here’s the other simple way to measure your branding ROI.

The brand feels omnipresent (everywhere) and is easily recalled by customers
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THE SIMPLER METHOD

This measuring method comes in the form of documenting 
conversations from your employees, audience, and customers.

Warning: Remember the first chart shown where branding gains value over 
long periods. Branding ROI bears fruit after an average of 6 - 24 months, even 
with consistent brand building activities. It is common for most new customers 
to feel neutral or hate towards your new brand. It takes constant effort to get 
your customers to choose and advocate your brand over your competitors 
over time.

Extra: You could also opt to hire an agency to help you with data gathering.

Now that you know what you need to know about brands and branding, let’s 
move on to strategies you can use during this pandemic.

1. Use reviews, surveys and feedback forms.

2. Ask relevant brand questions. Google has plenty of free templates.
 Remember to ask what they liked about your brand and why they
 bought from your brand.

3. Also, ask if they would recommend your brand to their friends.
 Record social media comments.

4. Track your brand engagement rate (social media reactions).

5. Compile findings and split positive and negative conservations.

7. Sum up findings with a ratio (example: 75% positive, 25% negative).

8. Evaluate what needs to improve, measure every month, and
 continue brand building.
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REDEFINING 
YOUR IDEAL
AUDIENCE’S
BEHAVIOURS, 
NEEDS AND
PAIN POINTS.

#strategy 01

Everything in business and branding starts with your brand and target audience.
They are human beings that are dynamic, ever-changing, and alive. Not going back to 
redefining your audience behaviours, needs, and pain points is a big mistake that most 
businesses make. It is vital that your strategies, messaging, campaigns, and offerings 
NEED to be adjusted during this pandemic.

Sources: https://unsplash.com/photos/jBK5235avoE 



Source: Accenture COVID-19 Consumer Research, conducted April 2–6. Proportion of 
consumers that agree or significantly agree.

UNDERSTANDING 
NEW CONSUMER
BEHAVIOURS DURING 
THE PANDEMIC

Your customers and prospects are responding to the crisis in a variety of ways. Some 
feel anxious and fuel panic-buying. On the other hand, some remain the same and 
continue their life as usual. But generally, the market is more fearful of the economic 
impact of Covid-19 than for their health. So finance is a significant factor here.
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64%

64%

82%

88%

I am fearful for my
own health.

I am worried about the impact 
on my personal job security.

I am fearful for the
health of others.

I am worried about the
impact on the economy.



They have new buying behaviours which businesses need to take into account. 
These newly developed habits are anticipated to continue in the long term. The 
pandemic has accelerated five long-term behaviours.

They have new buying behaviours which businesses need to take into account. These 
newly developed habits are anticipated to continue in the long term. The pandemic has 
accelerated five long-term behaviours.
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1. Customers are more concerned about health.
Businesses need to have a ‘health strategy’ and make it a priority to 
support safe and healthy lifestyles for customers.

2. Customers are more mindful of their spending habits.
Since more consumers are worried about their income impact due to 
the pandemic, businesses will need to offer better for less.

3. Customers have grown more love to shop local and support community stores.
The pandemic has caused movement restrictions globally, and 
convenience is now essential. Businesses will need to explore more ways 
to connect to their customers locally.

4. Customers spend more time at home, consuming online content.
Most of their time working from home or just staying at home, most of 
their time is spent on mobile devices, tv, and computers consuming 
content to keep themselves informed, educated, and entertained.

5. Customers are shopping more online.
The pandemic has caused movement restrictions globally, and 
convenience is now essential. Businesses will need to explore more ways 
to connect to their customers locally.



Here’s an updated Ideal Audience Persona Template for the 
pandemic that you can use right away. 

We’ve broken down psychographics to help you understand 
your ideal audience better.
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IDEAL AUDIENCE PERSONA TEMPLATE

Age

Gender

Status

Ethnicity

Education

Location

Occupation

Income

30

Male

Not Married with Girlfriend

Chinese

Bachelor's Degree

Kuala Lumpur

Project Manager

RM 5,000 a month

A summary of his background.

Demographic

Picture Insert picture here Helps you visualise your audience

Name with
Brief Occupation

Highlight quote

Manager Mike Wong For easy recall.
Occupation can be
parent, mother, or student too

I need to be able to buy
comfortable smart wear for
my conference calls
and work from home lifestyle.

Helps you understand their
main challenge

Details Example Objective of Details
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Personality
and Values

Organised and disciplined
Serious but quirky at times
Strong leadership
Innovative
First impression counts

What are his beliefs?
What are his
characteristics?

Psychographics

Financial
Behaviours

Frugal, spends
money wisely
Wants to spend on
quality but value
Prefers using credit cards
Pays his debts on time
Saves money for
investments

Go deep on his
financial habits,
especially during
the pandemic.

Health
Behaviours

Light workout every
morning
Likes to keep fit to
look good
Cares about what he eats
Cooks at home and
buys grocers
Misses playing badminton

The pandemic makes
consumers more
health-aware.

Online
Behaviours

Facebook is his life
Also active on Instagram
Likes to Google
for answers
Reads news online
Watches YouTube
and Netflix
Looks for good deals
and coupons
Shops online on branded
stores and marketplace

New self-quarantine
at home online
consumption habits.

What He’s
Looking For

Comfortable but quality
office wear
Office wear that can be
worn easily at home
Easy maintenance
apparel
Can be worn out to
buy groceries
Can be worn
at home while
doing some house chores

He definitely wants to
buy some products and
ensure that yourbrand
can help fulfil his
current needs.

What 
Influences Him

CEO and COO
YouTube videos on
management,
articles, blogs,
and Facebook posts.
His project team’s
performance

People or content that
influences him.
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Brand Affinities

G2000
Zara
H&M
Village Grocer
BMW

List down brands that
are important to him
- brands that he
associates himself with.
It is useful for your
competitive research.

Motivators, Hopes
and Dreams

Become a reputable
project manager
Get promoted at the end
of the year for working
hard from home
Looking good at
work and out
Not have to worry
about finances
Marrying his girlfriend

Try to position your
brand as a part of his
life goals and dreams.
Branding is about
building a community
of like-minded people.

Challenges, Worries
and Fears

If your brand can
solve a part of his
problems, your
brand will be a part
of his lifestyle.

Information Sources You can be more
detailed than this
and specify the 
brand name of
the sources.

Content Preferences His preferred type
of content. 

The pandemic duration
Not being able to grow
his income
Not having enough time
with his girlfriend
Not being able to impress
his superiors
Not able to manage
his team
Hot and uncomfortable
office wear
Hard to maintain
office wear

Video
Blog
Article
Ebook
Social Media Posts

Google Search
Pinterest for men’s
clothing inspiration
YouTube for
management videos
Facebook Groups
Reddit



Try to complete your persona profile. It can help you strategise 
and think of new solutions for your ideal audience. Example:

But of course, read the next chapters to learn more about strategies 
you can employ during this pandemic.
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Make His Life Easier Comfortable office wear
Thin but and
durable clothing
Iron-less maintenance
Easy-to-wear neckties
Bundle buy or save buy
Work-from-home Kit
Free delivery
1-week refund policy
Provide content that
empowers managers
Tips on how to look great
for conference calls
Social media engagement
incentives for discounts
Nice packaging 
for gift-option

If your brand can
solve a part of his
problems, your
brandwill be a
part of his lifestyle.

How your brand can help



Brands and businesses need to adapt to new behaviours or face closing down. 
According to Yelp data (an online business directory), about 60% of companies 
have closed due to the pandemic. Although most business operations have 
ceased, it is a great time to plan for pandemic sustenance
and post-pandemic recovery. 

So what is Brand Relevance and Extension? And how can it help?

#strategy 02

ADAPTING TO 
THE NEW NORM 
WITH BRAND 
RELEVANCE
AND BRAND
EXTENSION.

Sources: https://www.pexels.com/photo/man-with-hand-on-temple-looking-at-laptop-842554/ 



WHAT IS
BRAND RELEVANCE?

Due to the ever-changing nature of customer expectations, brands today are facing 
the danger of losing relevance. Business strategists, marketers, and brand managers 
have been fixed on brand differentiation, but your customers don’t care. They are 
only drawn to relevance - how a brand can frequently engage and connect with 
them emotionally.

Human beings are drawn to each other through irrational emotions. When a brand 
seeks a meaningful position through hyper-personal relevance and emotional 
importance to its target audience, customers can feel that the brand is sincere and 
cares for their changes.

Example: Disney

Disney has always been known for its magical movies and theme parks. The brand 
positioning of Disney is the same - to create magical experiences. They are good at 
creating hyper-personalised customer experiences (their YouTube channels, TV 
shows, interactive characters, plushies, toys, social media engagement, and 
campaign engagements). But due to the ever-changing nature of technology, 
Disney decided to stay more relevant in cinemas and at home - by creating Disney+ 
(so that their customers can experience the magic of Disney at home.)
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Essentially, it means, how can your brand stay fiercely
relevant to the ever-changing lifestyle of your customers either by :

1.

2.

Adapting to the current needs of customers in the market; or

Disrupting what people want to buy by defining
new categories or subcategories.

Credit: Sherouk Zakaria



WHAT IS
BRAND EXTENSION?

This is when a business establishes a new product or 
new product category within its brand. It is some-
times called a ‘spin-off’. 
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Example: Tesla

Tesla sells electric cars but launches culture-relevant products such as the Tesla Tequila. 
Customers feel that the brand is human and relates to their way-of-life. The brand still 
maintains its credibility and image without the fear of dilution, as the lightning bottle
design is abstracted from Tesla’s electric vehicle positioning. It was sold out within hours.

Brand Relevance and Brand Extension are closely related to each other.

The big questions here are: What can your brand do to be relevant and offer better during 
this pandemic? Has your brand done enough to care for your customers during this crisis? 
Are you offering better or more for less? Are your campaigns and contents relevant to the 
current situation? Are you engaging more on a deeper level with your audience?

You could always take bigger bundles and sell them smaller. You could create campaigns 
and content that helped your audience go through the pandemic better. It’s not just about 
new products, bundles or promotions. It’s also about your messaging and campaign efforts. 
Think about it - if every other business is slam-dunking on their promotions and hard-sell 
offers, you’ll need to do more than that.

Credit: Tesla.
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Example: Nike

During the pandemic, Nike created a digital campaign called ‘Play Inside, Play for the World’ 
with the hashtags #playinside #playfortheworld. The campaign’s latest ad, ‘You Can't Stop 
Us, ’ includes images and videos of people working out in their homes, kitchens, bathrooms, 
bedrooms, or basements. They use celebrities like LeBron James to impact their movement 
further. Nike has always been aggressively relevant. They sponsor special-needs athletes, 
advocate for women’s rights, and promote active children. 

But this campaign took a big step forward - they offered free access to its paid Nike Training 
Club App, which delivers training programs, expert tips and workouts. They even committed 
more video content online through their YouTube channel to help their audience work out 
and stay fit at home. They introduced #TheLivingRoomCup - a digital workout series where 
famous athletes set challenges for everyday users to perform and compete at home. 
Cristiano Ronaldo started it, used the above hashtag and broke the barrier-of-entry directly. 
To top this all, Nike’s Community Impact Fund pledged nearly USD 17 million towards the 
Covid-19 cause.

If you’re a smaller business, even the smallest actions can make a big difference, especially 
during this time. Staying relevant and extending better offers during the pandemic can 
show your audience that you care about them.

Credit: Nike Official Instagram.
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Ideas for Brand Relevance and Extension

Here are some rules of Brand Relevance and Extension :

1. Be extremely customer-centric (Be the friend-in-need)

Redefining your target audience persona is the first step. Next, 
you will need to plan out how your brand can help your audi-
ence. This includes needs that your customers might not yet be 
aware of. Constant engage with them and do more. Even the 
little things count. Examine their daily lives and build a brand 
that can integrate seamlessly into your customers’ lives.

2. Focus on holistic brand experiences (Be easily identifiable everywhere you are)

To be extremely customer-centric means focusing on how your 
customers will experience your brand in its entirety. Every 
touchpoint must be relevant. It’s not just about a new product or 
a new website. It is about creating a holistic brand experience 
that is relevant to your target audiences at every touchpoint.

3. Ensure innovative decisions are aligned with purpose and values (Be truly you)

Don’t copy others. You could get inspired, but customers like 
authenticity. Be yourself and innovate for them. Don’t just hard 
sell. Create a movement. Build a community that is happy to 
advocate your beliefs and offerings. If you’re just focused on 
sales, customers can smell it. If you’re doing more for them, 
customers will appreciate and share your goodwill.

Here’s a list of some ideas you could try. Not every idea 
would work for your brand. You’ll need to test and 
innovate what works and what doesn’t. 
Remember, be authentic and try to make it yours.

1. A pandemic-related campaign that empowers  
 your community

2. Bundle products smaller or make them more relevant to  
 work-from-home.

3. Launch new relevant product categories that can benefit 
 your audience during the pandemic.



#strategy 03

If you are struggling to bring in new customers, try focusing more on your 
current customers or still with you despite the economic downturn. Try to be 
their best friend and offer to help them even more. Your customers are also 
facing difficulties during such times.

TAP INTO YOUR 
CURRENT
FOLLOWERS 
WITH BRAND
LOYALTY.

Sources: https://www.thenationalnews.com/uae/crowds-queue-overnight-in-dubai-mall-ahead-of-iphone-launch-1.772470



1. Increase Brand Engagement and make it relevant

Connecting with your customers on a human level and regularly is vital for 
building loyalty. It’s like how friendship works - friends who frequently 
connect with you are closer to you, and those who don’t are. Use social 
media to inform your customers about your brand’s thoughts, special 
deals, and discounts. Ask them questions. Learn about their life. Get 
feedback. Do polls. Create a social movement. Share your day. Tell them 
you care for them during this bad time. Thank them. Wish them happy 
birthdays. Get an influencer to help talk about you. The more 
conversational, the better. Be a human, not a hard-sell business.

2. Offer rewards, create a membership program and make  
 your customers come back for more

It is common for consumers to switch brands when a better brand 
emerges. This is where you can fight to get them back with loyalty 
rewards. Create a reward system, not just a short-term promo or 
discount. Think about the entire reward journey. A great example is the 
gaming industry. Games are extremely good at rewarding players who 
show up, come back, commit or achieve certain in-game milestones. 
Some F&B businesses use stamp-on cards (like after nine purchases, the 
10th is free.) But you’ll need to go beyond that. The strategy here is not to 
make money fast but to retain and keep your loyal customers.

3. Give refunds and freebies.

For businesses that offer prepaid memberships, retainers, or premium 
subscription plans, you could give refunds or free months to customers. 
This could hurt your cash flow for the short term, but the money you give 
back will most likely come back to you trifold when the economy bounces 
back. Your customers will appreciate this sign of good gesture and will 
spread the word. Like Nike’s example, they allowed users to use their 
premium app for free during the pandemic. Or give extras and freebies 
for purchases

WHAT IS
BRAND LOYALTY?

Brand loyalty is when a customer continues to purchase from your company, not 
because you’re the only option, but because they trust and prefer your brand over 
others. Loyal customers are the ones who will purchase the same brand regardless 
of convenience, price or product. These loyal customers have found a brand that 
meets their expectations and isn’t interested in experimenting with another brand.
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Here are 5 ways you can nurture loyalty during the pandemic :



4. Create new bundles and special offerings

You could be selling skincare products, but what if you bundled up some 
products and packaged them under a “Stay-at-home Beauty Kit” or 
“Acne Pandemic Control Kit”? Your current offerings could be perceived 
as too expensive during the pandemic, and you could bundle them up 
smaller and sell it at lower prices. Think about how you could bundle, 
repackage, or even introduce new products and services that are 
relevant to your brand and the pandemic.

5. Commit to consistent Brand Identity for easy recall and recognition

Most businesses that lack a strong Brand Identity system and end up 
having various verbal and visual styles that follow trends. The problem 
with testing too many different types is that your customers can’t identify 
and recall who you are. You might be changing your appearance and 
tone every month or campaign and look like some other brand. Follow 
trends only on a content and strategy level. But ensure that your identity 
is distinctly you.
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Credit: Mirror, UK.



#strategy 03

The extent to which customers are able to recall or recognise a brand under different 
conditions. Brand awareness is a crucial consideration in consumer behaviour, 
advertising, marketing, and branding. It consists of two components; brand recall and 
brand recognition. The customer’s ability to recall or recognise a brand is central to 
purchasing decision-making.

REACH OUT
TO MORE
CUSTOMERS 
WITH BRAND 
AWARENESS

Sources: https://www.thetimes.co.uk/imageserver/image/%2Fmethode%2dday-

times%2Fprod%2Fweb%2Fbin%2Feda0337a-6915-11e9-a60b-90525fa8943d.jpg?crop=2667%2C1500%2C0%2C0&resize=1180 



WHAT IS
BRAND AWARENESS?

A brand can gain awareness with these two methods:
Brand Identity = Your distinct, memorable and consistent verbal and visual 
brand experience. Brand Awareness Campaign = An ad, event, or content 
campaign that focuses on your brand and backed by your brand’s beliefs, 
promises, products or services.

Be warned, though; Brand Awareness doesn’t immediately generate sales. 
It is a long-term strategy that requires constant repetition. The goal is to 
get your brand to be as omnipresent as possible. When people see your 
brand every day, you indirectly exist in their minds. Ultimately, Brand 
Awareness reduces doubt (because your audience has seen you many 
times) and makes it easier for you to make sales in the long run.
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Credit: Pinimg.
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HERE ARE 15 WAYS TO BUILD BRAND AWARENESS :

With new social media apps like Clubhouse, it is easy to do audio content.

1. Develop a distinct voice and look for your brand

Again, this is very important for your audience to identify who you are.

2. Participate in or sponsor online or local events

Running events can be tedious, so an easy way is to join or sponsor others.

3. Hire the right influencer

Ensure that the influencer represents your industry and target audience.

4. Create high-value inbound content and post regularly

Don’t just hard-sell. Create engaging content that benefits your audience.

5. Produce creative and exciting videos

Online users consume more videos than any other content.

6. Follow people, be active in comments and join social media groups

Don’t just post. Interact with people online like you would at a tea party.

7. Create custom social media hashtags

Hashtags are an excellent way for your audience to find your content.

8. Focus your ads on main channels where your target customer resides

Ads can be expensive, so focus on one or two main channels.

9. Run contests and giveaways

Some people love to win. Also, get participants to share or post.

10. Give free demos, trials and samples

Great for new businesses or products. Best for B2B or service brands.

11. Create community and social movements

Don’t forget to back up your movements with a custom hashtag.

12. Make brand partnerships and start referral programs.

Tap into other brand’s networks and customers.

13. Build up your SEO

Dominate keywords and images and be present on Google’s first page.

14. Or use Google Search Ads for easy first-page presence

Organic SEO can be very competitive.

15. Do podcast



#strategy 05

Rebranding has always been a scary word for most Chairpersons, CEOs, and Founders. 
It essentially means spending a lot of money overhauling entire brand assets at every 
business touchpoint. However, rebranding has been an essential strategy for major 
brands worldwide because of the long term benefits it reaps. 

REPOSITION,
STAY AHEAD, 
AND GAIN NEW 
CUSTOMERS  
THROUGH 
REBRANDING

Sources: https://unsplash.com/photos/ttbCwN_mWic 



WHAT IS
REBRANDING?

Rebranding is a high-level business strategy that aims to refresh or enhance the brand’s 
positioning, verbal and visual experience. It requires internal alignment and transformation 
before external activation for it to work. Rebranding covers your entire brand experience
- including your internal brand culture and customer experience - meaning you’ll
need to revamp all assets to ensure that your brand remains relevant and
consistent across all touchpoints.

In simpler terms; You’re currently selling gym gear, but no many customers buy from you. 
You build content or run marketing campaigns promoting the now you, but your customers 
aren’t going to believe you because you don’t look and feel like a bodybuilder. You’re not 
consistent with your experience, focus on hard-sell promotions, and keep cold-calling 
people to buy from you. You’re losing out in the market, and sales are dropping.

Then one fine day, you decided you need to be a bodybuilder in 2 years to make an impact. 
If you continue spending on ads and marketing campaigns, people will just treat you like a 
nobody and end up using you as a bad option when comparing other brands.

You’ll need a new diet plan. You have to commit to the gym every day and learn the arts of 
bodybuilding. You’ll need to get new apparel and gear. You change your belief system and 
values. You work extremely hard and never give up. You begin to understand the taste and 
smell of gym sweat. You start watching bodybuilding tips. You get a trainer. You don’t lie to 
yourself and dedicate your entire time for the next two years.

And when you finally achieve your desired body, you decide to post pictures, quotes, 
transformational videos, and content. You rename yourself as Mr Buff Bear - and make bear 
roar noises every time you lift heavyweights. You wear bear-related clothing. You give tips on 
how to lose weight and bodybuild. You show your sexy self working out at the gym, home, 
and even the toilet. People start following you like mad. You have new fans.

Then you relaunch and start selling your gym apparel and nutrition brand called Bearbody
- with the hashtags #MrBuffBear #BearyGood #Bearbody. Sales start pouring in. You don’t 
stop and continue to build your brand. You continue to nurture your followers with gym 
advice with the hashtags #BearyGoodAdvice. 

In short, rebranding means transformation - evolution for the better. It can be hectic and 
tedious, but the journey is well worth its future benefits.
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Apple

Apple is famous for rebranding. They do this to ensure it’s brand 
verbal and visual identity systems align with its business 
strategies and innovative product launches.

The brand has always maintained high design standards and is 
serious about implementing consistency across all its 
touchpoints. Their relentless pursuit of ensuring that their brand 
identity remains relevant, updated, and in line with its product 
and lifestyle offerings have paid off - making it one of the most 
distinct and valuable brands of all time.

THREE REBRANDING CASE STUDIES

1.

Mc Donald’s

Mc Donald’s have never been recognised for their quality or 
fresh burgers. Instead, they built a brand that tapped into speed, 
affordability, familiarity, consistency, community, and happiness. 
Since its inception, it has rebranded about ten times and will 
continue to rebrand to stay updated and relevant to 
ever-changing market behaviours. When the fast-food industry 
was plagued with bad reputation and exposure on their food 
production processes, Mc Donald’s responded with a new brand 
that boasts sustainability, transparency and the colour green
(to feel fresh). 

When Mc Donalds introduced their digital screen menus in 
stores, it revamped their brand identity systems to match digital 
media. When cafe’s and Starbucks became more of a thing, 
they introduced Mc Cafe and redesigned their outlets to create 
a warmer yet cosier vibe - plus if you noticed, the creepy smiling 
clown is no longer present. 

The brand’s ability to adapt and respond to changes is 
stunningly fast to ensure that its brand is always deeply 
connected to communities worldwide.

2.
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Julie’s Biscuits Rebranding

One of our favourite local biscuit manufacturer Julie’s, 
underwent its first rebrand in 35 years as part of an effort to 
futureproof itself in the face of the pandemic. While there were 
various reasons for the rebrand, Julie’s needed a total refresh to 
stay ahead. 

The business needed a comprehensive brand design system 
that could help the brand get much more serious about going 
digital and bring the brand closer to more consumers. The result 
was a more consistent, clearer and optimistic brand identity 
that unified its portfolio of products like a happy family. 

Julie’s have always been known for their accountability and 
commitment to quality - by owning pass mistakes and being 
extremely transparent about their manufacturing processes. 
They made this move to future-proof their brand and make it 
more relatable to newer and younger consumers while 
maintaining their heritage and values.

3.

There are many more rebranding case studies you can find on the net. Rebranding has 
always been a great business strategy to let consumers know you’re ever-evolving and 
transforming as a business - that you’re here to stay for the long term.

Be wary, though; if your brand has been in the market for a long time with loyal customers, 
it is wise to hear their thoughts and gather feedback before engaging in any rebranding 
exercise. Rebranding can go very wrong if brands neglect their existing communities, 
nostalgia, heritage and familiarity. That’s why good rebrands focus on evolution and 
enhancements rather than total overhauls. 

In essence, rebranding is a necessity if brands aim to stay relevant and future-proof 
themselves. Businesses that do not take the initiative to rebrand might find themselves 
getting left behind, especially when competitors are going all out to meet new consumer 
demands and expectations. 



At Ten Cave Men, we help brands rebrand safely and positively through our holistic branding 
methodology that begins with in-depth Brand Audit, planning your Brand Strategy, crafting your 

distinct Brand Identity, and ending with Brand Management.

To learn more about how Holistic Branding can help your business stay relevant in our 
everchanging market, you can find us at tencavemen.com. We’re offering our Brand Discovery 
session for free during these times. Even if you don’t engage us, you’ll be able to walk away with 

great brand insights and learn more about how branding can help your business.

WARNING: Holistic Branding isn’t for everybody. It takes dedicated and far-sighted brand 
champions for it to work. Like the bodybuilder, it takes tremendous amounts of sacrifice and 

commitment internally to ensure it works. Key leaders need to be aligned with their brand goals 
and vision. Your company values and brand beliefs will be translated into tangible actions and 
assets during the branding journey. We’ll do the brunt of the work to produce high-value assets 
and run engaging brand strategy workshops with your team, but everyone needs to be all in on 

this to ensure your branding is a success.

But if you are ready to transform your business, humanise your experience, build a strong 
community of advocates, and stay ahead in our everchanging market, then let us know. We look 

forward to your Free Brand Discovery session, where we can learn more about you, your 
challenges, your needs, and your business. After that, we’ll be able to produce a Brand Discovery 

Report to help you make better business decisions.

BUILD AN ATTENTION
GRABBING,WELL-LOVED

BRAND WITH US.

CLAIM YOUR FREE BRAND
DISCOVERY SESSION WITH US.


